
1. Elevate the bed to the right working height.

2. Double-click the  button to activate the VENDLET system. The VENDLET 
system produces an acoustic signal and the green diode over the power  
symbol turns on. When the hand control has been inactive for 90 seconds, 
the system is off again.

3. The patient is repositioned by operating the hand control.

Always, keep focus on the client when using VENDLET.
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4. If it is estimated that the bedridden must use side rails, raise the bars.  
Slacken the sheet.

5. If it is estimated that the bedridden should not use side rails, lower the bars. 
Slacken the sheet.

Scan the QR code 
to watch instruction 
videos

VENDLET V5S 

  The  button  
works as a  
stop button

THE USE

Reset*
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Tighten the sheet on 
the red bar

Slacken the sheet 
on the red bar

Raise  
the red bar

Lower  
the red bar

Raise  
the blue bar

Lower  
the blue bar

Tighten the sheet on 
the blue bar

Slacken the sheet 
on the blue bar

Power w. 
illuminated diode/ 
stop

Under bed light
(accessory)

Reset*

* Reset the system by simultaneously pressing the two top buttons on the hand 
control. You will hear 10 rhythmic beeps. Press and hold the buttons until the 
beeping stops.
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1. Place the turning sheet in the middle of the bed, velcro tape facing  
downward.

2. Press the turning sheet onto the velcro strip on one of the bars; begin at the 
head of the bed and work your way down to the foot of the bed.  

3. The turning sheet must always be placed OVER the bars to  
prevent the fingers, hair ect. of the patient from getting caught  
under the sheet.  
 
The pulling power will be reduced and the motors will switch off when the 
turning sheet is pulled in by the bar if the sheet is placed under the bars. 

4. Press the  or  button on the hand control and allow approx. two-thirds 
of the sheet to be pulled in by the bar.

5. Press the turning sheet onto the velcro strip on the opposite bar.  

6. Use this bar to pull in the turning sheet by pressing the   or , button 
until the sheet covers the mattress evenly with the red line at the centre of the 
mattress.

1. Fold the slide sheet corner elastic straps around the mattress. 

2. Check that the surface is smooth and even without creases and folds.  
Make sure that slippery side is facing upwards.

3. Fasten the velcro tapes around the mattress frame.  
It is important that the tapes are fastened around the frame  
under the mattress and not around the bed frame as this will  
prevent the back, thigh, and foot parts of the bed from being raised. 

ATTACHING THE SLIDE SHEET
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VENDLET V5S

ATTACHING THE TURNING SHEET

Scan the QR code 
to watch instruction 
videos
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